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1 Scenario
SAP NetWeaver’s Knowledge Management offers you the possibility of using properties with
interdependent values. When you determine the value of a property, the values of other
properties can vary according to the value you choose.
This How-to guide shows you how to proceed if you want to integrate a new tab listing the
properties Country and City in the Details dialog box of a document. These properties are to be
used to describe the origin of documents created in a company with several European outposts.
The values for the property City are to vary depending on the value that a user selects
for the property Country. In our example, the countries used are Germany, France, and Spain.
There are several cities available for each country.
Values for the properties Country and City
Country

Germany

France

Spain

City

Walldorf
Berlin
Frankfurt
Hamburg

Paris
Nice
Bordeaux

Madrid
Barcelona
Sevilla

Advantages for your users:
•

By prescribing correct selection options you support your users in the selection of
properties. Spelling errors and invalid combinations of values are avoided.

•

You can offer the properties and interdependent values in the languages used by your
users in the portal. This is realized by using bundle files.

Advantages for administrators:
•

The dependencies between the values of different properties are evaluated by a special
property renderer that is included in the standard delivery. You do not have to provide your
own Java classes.

•

The properties and their dependencies are maintained in the portal in the Configuration
iView as normal.
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2 Prerequisites
2.1

Assigned Roles

You need the role of a super administrator or system administrator in order to carry out the tasks
described in this guide.

2.2

Calling Up the Configuration iView and Activating Advanced Mode

Call up the Configuration iView as follows: Choose System Administration →
System Configuration in the portal. Then choose Knowledge Management → Content
Management in the detailed navigation pane. This screen is the point of access for the
configuration steps below. Make sure that the advanced view is activated in the Configuration
iView. To do so, proceed as follows: To activate the advanced view, choose Mode → Advanced
in the menu bar. The advanced view displays all configuration classes and parameters.
This means that you do not have to search for the individual parameters that you have to call up
for the steps described in this guide.
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3 The Step By Step Solution
3.1

Overview

While working through this section, you will create several properties, configure interdependent
property values, and modify the property structure of the Details dialog box. In connection with
this, we shall show you how the configuration affects the Details dialog box of a document.
You then find a selection of optional configuration steps that you can carry out to enhance
your scenario.

3.2

Creating a Group

The properties used in this How-to guide (Country and City) need to be placed in a separate
group because of their usage (describing the origin of documents). Proceed as follows:
...

1.
2.
3.
4.

3.3

To create a group, choose Global Services → Property Metadata → Groups.
Choose New.
Specify the parameters. In our example you only have to specify a name for the group.
To save your entries, choose OK.

Creating the Base Property Country

You now create the property Country. You want the value of the property City, which you are
going to create later on, to vary depending on the value of this property. We can therefore refer
to the property Country as the base property.
...

1. Choose Global Services → Property Metadata → Properties in the Configuration iView.
2. Choose New.
3. Specify the following parameters:
Unique ID
Property ID
Type
Group
Maintainable
Dependencies
Allowed Values

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

HTG-Country
Country
String
HTG-origin
activated
activated
Germany,France,Spain

All other parameters are not necessary for this example.
4. To save your entries, choose OK.
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3.4

Creating the Holding Property City

You now create the property City. You do not define values within this property. It serves
as a holder for sub-properties whose possible values are loaded dynamically according to the
value of the property Country.
Instead of properties, the dependencies between the properties Country and City are stored
in the parameter Additional Metadata. The property renderer multi_dependence, which
is included in the standard delivery of KM, is used to evaluate these dependencies.
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The following syntax is used in the parameter Additional Metadata:
dependOn=<property ID of the base property>,
<value 1 of the base property>=<property ID of the assigned sub-property>,
<value 2 of the base property>=<property ID of the assigned sub-property>,
<value n of the base property>=<property ID of the assigned sub-property>

If you have your own namespace and are not using the namespace default, you must also specify
the namespace alias, as shown below:
dependOn=<namespace alias:property ID of the base property>,
<value 1 of the base property>=<namespace alias:property ID of the assigned sub-property>,
<value 2 of the base property>=<namespace alias:property ID of the assigned sub-property>,
<value n of the base property>=<namespace alias:property ID of the assigned sub-property>

Enter the property ID of the assigned sub-property for each value that the property Country
can adopt. The configuration of the sub-properties is explained in the next step. You should
therefore make a note of the property IDs that you specify in this step.
...

1. You are in the Configuration iView under Global Services → Property Metadata →
Properties.
2. Choose New.
3. Specify the following parameters:
Unique ID
= HTG-City
Property ID
= City
Type
= String
Group
= HTG-origin
Maintainable
= activated
Additional Metadata = dependOn=Country,
Germany=GermanCity,France=FrenchCity,
Spain=SpanishCity
Property Renderer
= multi_dependence
All other parameters are not necessary for this example.
4. To save your entries, choose OK.
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3.5

Creating Sub-Properties

You now create a sub-property for each value of the base property Country. Each of these subproperties contains several towns in the relevant country. The values of these sub-properties are
later loaded to the value set of the holding property City in accordance to the value of the property
Country.
Firstly, create the property for the German towns. The values of this property are to be loaded
if the value Germany is selected for the base property Country. The most important parameters
should be filled as follows:
...
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1. You are in the Configuration iView under Global Services → Property Metadata →
Properties.
2. Choose New.
3. Specify the following parameters:
Unique ID
Property ID
Type
Group
Maintainable
Allowed Values

=
=
=
=
=
=

HTG-GermanCity
GermanCity
String
HTG-origin
deactivated
Walldorf,Berlin,Frankfurt,Hamburg

All other parameters are not necessary for our example.
4. To save your entries, choose OK.
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Now create the property for the French towns (for when Country = France).
Specify the parameters as follows:
Unique ID
Property ID
Type
Group
Maintainable
Allowed Values

=
=
=
=
=
=

HTG-FrenchCity
FrenchCity
String
HTG-origin
deactivated
Paris,Nice,Bordeaux
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Now create the property for the Spanish towns (for when Country = Spain).
Specify the parameters as follows:
Unique ID
Property ID
Type
Group
Maintainable
Allowed Values

=
=
=
=
=
=

HTG-SpanishCity
SpanishCity
String
HTG-origin
deactivated
Madrid,Barcelona,Sevilla

You have now created all necessary properties.
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3.6

Creating Property Groups for a Property Structure

You have to create a new property group so that the properties Country and City are displayed
on a separate tab in the Details dialog box. You enter both properties as elements there.
To do this, proceed as follows:
...

1. Choose Global Services → Property Structures → Property Groups.
2. Choose New.
3. Specify the following parameters:
Name
= Origin
Group Items = Country,City

Use the property ID or combined specification namespace alias:property
ID in the parameter Group Items.
4. To save your entries, choose OK.

3.7

Updating the Property Group all_groups

You have to update the elements of the property group all_groups so that the property group
that you just created is displayed in the Details dialog box. The property group all_groups is used
by the property structure DefaultPropertiesStructure, which is used by default for the display
of the properties in the Details dialog box.
...

1. You are in the Configuration iView under Global Services → Property Structures →
Property Groups.
2. Select the property group all_groups from the table and choose Edit.
3. Enter the property group Origin, which you just created, into the parameter Group Items
in addition to the existing entries.
4. To save your entries, choose OK.
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You have now carried out all necessary configuration steps.

3.8

Displaying the Result

Use the Explorer iView to navigate to a document. The Explorer iView is located at Content
Administration → KM Content in the portal. Call up the Details dialog box for the document.
Choose Settings → Properties in the Details dialog box.

The new tab Origin is located to the right with the properties Country and City.
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Open the dropdown box for the property Country. Choose the value Germany.

The window is updated automatically. The dropdown box for the property City now contains
the towns that are valid for the value Germany.

Choose Save to save your chosen values.
Every time that you change the base property, the window is updated and the towns relevant
for the country chosen are uploaded.
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Alternative Usage
In order to permit multiple values, you have to activate the parameter Multi-Valued
in the configuration of the properties Country and City. All values of the properties are
then depicted as checkboxes in the Details dialog box.
You can use these to restrict the validity of a document to particular countries or towns, for
example. You should remember to change the tab header according to the usage (for example,
to Validity). The tab header corresponds to the name of the property group that you created
under Global Services → Property Structures → Property Groups. If you use a portal in several
languages, you can also use a bundle file to store the names of tab headers in different
languages (see also 3.9.2).

3.9

Optional Configuration Steps

3.9.1 Extension of Example on Several Levels
The use of predefined properties with interdependent properties is not restricted to two levels.
You can configure three or more levels if you wish. Let us assume that you want to use
the property Department as a third level. Proceed as follows to achieve this:
...

1. For additional property levels, the parameter Dependencies must be activated
for the property on the pervious level (here, the property City).
2. Create the additional holding property Department.
You have to specify a dependency in the parameter Additional for every value
that the property City can adopt.
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The parameters of the property should be filled as follows:
Unique ID
= HTG-Department
Property ID = Department
Type
= String
Group
= HTG-origin
Maintainable = activated
Additional Metadata = dependOn=City,
Walldorf=Walldorf_Departments,
Berlin=Berlin_Departments,
Frankfurt=Frankfurt_Departments,
Hamburg=Hamburg_Departments,
Paris=Paris_Departments,
Nice=Nice_Departments,
Bordeaux=Bordeaux_Departments,
Madrid=Madrid_Departments,
Barcelona=Barcelona_Departments,
Sevilla=Sevilla_Departments
Property Renderer
= multi_dependence
3. Firstly, create a corresponding property for each value that the property City can adopt.
The values of this corresponding property are to be loaded dynamically to the range
of values for the property Department.
Example of parameters for the property Walldorf_Departments:
Unique ID
Property ID
Type
Group
Maintainable
Allowed Values

=
=
=
=
=
=

HTG-Walldorf_Departments
Walldorf_Departments
String
HTG-origin
deactivated
PM,QM,Dev,Support

4. Create properties with the following property IDs according to the same principle:
Berlin_Departments
Frankfurt_Departments
Hamburg_Departments
Paris_Departments
Nice_Departments
Bordeaux_Departments
Madrid_Departments
Barcelona_Departments
Sevilla_Departments
5. Proceed as follows in order to include the property Department so that it is displayed
alongside Country and City on the tab Origin:
...

a. Choose Global Services → Property Structures → Property Groups.
b. Select the entry Origin, and then choose Edit.
c. Modify the following parameters:
Group Items = Country,City,Department
d. To save your entries, choose OK.
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This completes the configuration. You can check the result in the Details dialog box.

If you want to use further levels, repeat steps 1 to 5 accordingly.

3.9.2 Using Bundle Files
You can use bundle files to offer labels and values in various languages. To do this, create
a bundle file, specify it in a metadata extension, and assign the metadata extension
to the properties.
At the end of this How-to guide is a link to a detailed procedure for changing the labels
for properties.

3.9.3 Using Interdependent Property Values for Searching
You can also use predefined properties with interdependent values for the search. To do this,
you have to activate the parameter Indexable in the configuration of all properties.
You have to specify the base property in the search options set you use in order to be able to
specify the properties in the search options. You do this in the parameter Allowed Predefined
Properties. To modify the search options using the configuration iView, choose
Content Management → User Interface → Search → Search Options Set.

The base property is then displayed in the search dialog box as soon as a document
with this property is indexed.
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